AESCO Nominated in Access Control Category for Detektor International Award 2012
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Idesco's AESCO is the world's first encryption solution for reader-host data transfers.

Earlier this spring while preparing to launch AESCO, Idesco learned a number of the Scandinavian region's major integrators had quietly expressed an intense interest in the world's first encryption solution for reader-host data transfers. This interest only intensified after the cutting edge innovation's launch.

Nevertheless, AESCO's recent and subsequent nomination to the Access Control category for the prestigious Detektor International Award took Idesco's CEO, Jari Valtonen, pleasantly, by surprise. "Just being nominated has been a real honor for all of us, even while I know our design and engineering team so richly deserve it. They're not just a talented team of professionals. Once again, their innovation is showing the way for the rest of the industry. It's a real privilege for me to work with them."

AESCO is rapidly becoming a powerfully compelling innovation for the industry because it allows system integrators to profoundly and yet cost-effectively lift the security of an existing deployment - while leaving the site's existing controllers and system undisturbed. Even
transponder migration under the scheme is streamlined by the product.

The category's award recipient, will to be chosen on September 21 at Skydd 2012, in Stockholm, Sweden, where Idesco will also be exhibiting.